
U 9  
9 emergents pop punk bands 

Always in ‘Flor y Nata Records’ we have had the 
restlessness to look for new bands and interesting and 

dangerous proposals, and today we displayed the fruit to 
you of months of listening of hundreds of songs: 9 bands 

that emerge from the depths so that you know and 
benefits, Here you have 2 songs from every band. 
Ah yes! U9 was a submarine in the World War I. 

 

 
- reference: FyN-22 
- price: 11 € 
- format: CD 
- style: pop punk 
- UPC: 8435015509347 
 
info@florynatarecords.com 
www.florynatarecords.com

 

STUKAS RAKUDAS.  
The CD opens with this trio from Alicante that grew seeing in TV the adventures del eternal loser 
Pierre Nodoyuna. They attack without mercy against heavy of greatfathers like in "Cuando escucha a  
Baron Rojo, piensa en tí" and they find the face him amused to porno in "Pornostar". From 2004 
they have shared scene with The Misfits, The Queers and Marky Ramone among others.  
+ BAND INFO

NINGOONIES, 
Quartet from Madrid, irreverent direct heirs but to the time of the very same Ramones "Los 

baterías de los Ramones", sends to politically incorrect messages in "Fan del terror italiano 
enamorado" to Manu Chao. They themselves say "we sounded as the ass and we know it".  

+ BAND INFO
 

 

THE BIKINIS,  
trio from Elx, characterizes the pure and hard self-confidence, energetic songs to them with 
contagious refrains, in "Amigos" and thematic of the street, institute, of the TV movies, same 
today... "Batido de chocolate". The two songs produced by Joaquín Niki and Pelayo DDT !!!  
+ BAND INFO

LA LA LOVE YOU,  
they can seem a little beat "soft" but when less you the delays, can remember to anyone of those 

groups of principles of which La Movida was called. They contribute to the disc "Haciendo el 
camelo" and "Mi chica sideral". Miriam Diaz Aroca’s fans (a spanish famous TV presenter), is 

hanging on by Parla (Madrid). They have left in the TV comedy "SMS" of LaSexta, and leave 
already with single "Sabes que te quiero". 

+ BAND INFO  

 

INDIENELLA,  
they are two, boy and girl, he from Gijón, she from León, so its pop one must be jumping mountains 
continuously, the one that arise in the subconscious mind to the hour of the titles "Acrobatas" and 
"Hoy te veré". It is possible that you have listened to them in "Flor de Pasion" the Juan De Pablos 
show in Radio 3.  
+ BAND INFO

PINKGLOVE,  
two girls from Barcelona who locate to their "Chico de Ciencias" in a university atmosphere, that 

reproduces of new in "Versalles no para", although this time they transfer his almost tecno-pop to 
the history class. If Bettie Page (*) had been singing it would have killed to be in Pinkglove. 

+ BAND INFO
 

 

PSYCHOLOOSERS.  
With them we return to the powerful bases and the irreverent letters. The thematic one varies 
between frustration to teenager, pelis of terror, in "Ultracuerpos"; serial killers and a lot of freakis 
that looks for revenge like in "Jódete"; often located in the places of the institutes and all type of 
adolescent situations. They are a trio from Salamanca. 
+ BAND INFO

ALL THE CREAM,  
quartet of Vigo formed in 2004, is the only ones which they use English language to send powerful 

unloadings of little more than two minutes in which still they have time to match of voices like in 
"My friend", his other subject is "Everything's O.K.". Their first EP-CD with the title of "Never told 

this before" it’s coming soon. 
+ BAND INFO

 

BLASADRIVERS 
from Móstoles (South Madrid), but they made debut almost in Torrejón touching without means and 
singing in English, but the friendship that unites to Juan, Nacho and Verjas has made them surpass 
all the difficulties. They take its name from a bus company. "Hikikomori" and "Paso de ti" are their 
contribution closing this U9: an album that begins as a tidal wave and emerges from the deep.
+ BAND INFO
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